Answered Questions (6)

1. Q: When we are going to get in contact with our “buddy” student?
* A: If you have registered with the programme already, you should have received your buddy contact already. If not, please let us know and we will double-check for you.

2. Q: I am registered but I don't have the buddy's contact...
* A (privately): …

3. Q: I have already the plane ticket.. it will be a problem for accommodation appointment?..
* A: Once you get your residence confirmation, I would recommend you to immediately arrange your check-in appointment.

4. Q: Between what hours is the accommodation hall open? cause I am going to arrive on 2nd April around 5 pm
* A: normally until around 5pm...

5. Q: so in this case I can ask for help from my buddy, right?
* A: Sure

6. Q: How do I contact Seezeit to set up my move in appointment?
* A: Contact details will be provided in the reservation confirmation email from Seezeit

Open Questions (2)

7. Q: Thank you very very much !!!